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Architecture in Hong Kong has not been generally considered within the realm of  
culture. Rather it is associated more on the one hand with anonymous building 
production preoccupied with exploiting technical and legal codes to maximize 
efficiency/profit. On the other hand there are signature ‘master’-pieces, iconic 
embellishments that manifest financial prowess to the city. Issues of  culture or civic 
concerns relating to the built environment that go beyond purely technical or aesthetic 
criteria have seldom been articulated at length, until now. 

This paper examines the cultural dimensions of  exhibiting architecture in Hong 
Kong, at a time when questions of  urban redevelopment vis-a-vis heritage preservation, 
‘collective memory’, identity and belonging are being debated amid a rising civic 
consciousness and social solidarity striving to challenge the government’s 
developmentalist agenda. The intention is to use Refabricating City - Hong Kong’s first 
large-scale exposition on architecture and urbanism - as the vehicle to 1) address 
theoretical issues pertaining to how architecture is mediated in general and exhibited in 
particular, 2) explore alternative ways of  appreciating architecture via its various modes 
of  presentation and display 3) evaluate implications for public engagement and discourse 
on urban renewal in Hong Kong. 

Unlike the presentation of  original artworks, architectural exhibitions invariably rely 
on second-hand depictions (texts, drawings, photos, models and media displays) to 
re-present actual experience of  buildings or their design/production process. 
Architectural exhibits themselves tend to fall into one of  three categories. 1) historical 
survey or research/archive of  past work, 2) present design review/analysis of  recent 
built work for promotion/marketplace, 3) theoretical speculations, 
prototypes/installations oriented to the future. Exhibition content and form determine 
how architecture production is edited, translated and narrativized according to thematic 
topics, and realised via appropriate staging and venue responses. 

For Refabricating City, the overall theme emphasizes the city’s self-making urban 
vernacular and its capacity for continual transformation through the process of  
‘refabrication’. Titled as the Hong Kong & Shenzhen Bi-city Biennale of  urbanism \ 
architecture, the exhibition was held earlier this year (January–March 2008) at the Central 
Police Station Compound – an eclectic cluster of  colonial heritage, itself  introverted, 
disused and awaiting revitalization. The relationship between theme, exhibits, venue and 



audience will focus on resonances between the thematic placement of  exhibits, the 
creative process of  temporary refabricating the venue’s spaces and sequences, and the 
timely opening up of  the venue as both stage and exhibit.  

By critically assessing the exhibition’s scope, intention, execution and reception, this 
paper argues that Refabricating City attempted to bring the issue of  urban renewal into 
public focus through an opportune re-use of  obsolete urban fabric. This enabled citizens 
to simultaneously engage with architecture at multiple levels – understanding, 
experiencing, interacting and discussing (through in-situ events). As an occasion that 
conjoined place and purpose, it inaugurated a veritable forum for all, energizing a 
much-needed discourse on architecture between professionals, stakeholders and citizens. 
Yet there is certainly much room for improvement, in particular the administration’s 
evaluation of  architecture’s cultural influence. 

Refabricating City demonstrates that the very notion of  exhibiting and 
communicating architecture can become in themselves acts of  urban culture. This paper 
concludes by considering its thematically situated re-activation of  architecture to 
speculate on a possible cultural ecology embodied in such urban practices – a calibrative 
dialectic of  rupture and renewal that enacts cultural imagination through the material 
reality of  architecture – that affects and effects a regenerative continuity of  tradition. 

 

 

 

 


